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was blocked by a massive tower of similar design. Probably this was 
one of the line of peaks whose outer edge we had reached from the S. 
To pass it on either side or in either direction looked impossible. 

A cold wind blew and for the most part the sky was overcast, though 
an occasional shaft of sun would light up part of the weird scene before 
us. With some difficulty we climbed a small peak above the col frotn 
which we saw beyond the canyon into another, scarcely less remarkable 
than its neighbour. 

The next morning, before starting back to Kashgar we followed 
another gorge, and again, though with considerably more difficulty, 
succeeded in reaching the watershed at a minor peak, some Io,soo ft. 
high. The storm had passed, and though the wind was still strong, 
the air was very clear. The same terrific rockscape lay to the S. at 
our feet, again enclosed by an outer line of towers. Beyond, stood the 
great peaks of the Pamirs looking incredibly high and sharp. North-. 
ward across a wide expanse of desert hills, red and gold, the western 
ranges of the Tien Shan were arranged in a vast arc, mauve below, 
dazzling white above in their mantle of freshly fallen. snow. 
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T was significant of their fortitude and their faith that, within 
nine months of the end of the Second World War of this century 
and eight years under the German ' Protectorate,' this Club 

received from these friendly and industrious people an invitation to 
sencf a party of mountaineers to the Tatra: That the invitation was not 
accepted in I 946 was perhaps because many of ·us were still in the 
Services while those who, for the first time in many years, had the 
opportunity of going overseas were mostly wooed and won by the 
thought of threading once again the valleys and glaciers and scaling 
the peaks of the Swiss and French Alps which we know so well and had 
thought of so often during the long dark years of ':var. 

But it was not until 1947, when the invitation was generously and 
courteously renewed, that Huntington and I decided that it would be 
interesting to see a people, a country and a mountain range we had 
never before visited. So on Saturday, July 5, after a comfortable air 
passage of only three hours from London, we landed at the Prague 
airport and found ourselves the guests of Mr. J osef Pilnacek, President, 
and Dr. Otto J elinek, Secretary, of the Svaz Ceskoslovenskych Horolescii 
(the Federation of Czechoslovak Mountaineering Clubs). At the risk 
of confusion with earlier writers, proper names and place names are 
herein given in their Czechoslovak spelling. It will be readily under-
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stood that the German language and place names are no longer toler
ated. However, the British traveller knowing no Czech can usually 
make himself understood in German provided he first makes it clear 
that he is British and that he speaks no Czech. (Ja jsem Anglican, 
ne mluvite Cesky, is the formula which must be learnt for this purpose). 
A great many Czechs are now learning English and delight in talking 
to one, not to show off but to practice and improve their conversation 
whilst at the same time being both interesting and helpful to a foreigner. 

After lunch J elinek reminded us that the week end was to be spent 
on some sandstone rocks near Praha, so after a quick change at his flat 
we piled into Pilnacek's car, which carried us swiftly out of the torpid 
heat of the city to a delightful small hotel set in a pine forest and 
encircled by hundreds of sandstone columns of all shapes and sizes, 
their square heads and shoulders towering well above the level of the 
forest trees. The place is called Prachow and the rocks Prachowsky 
Skaly and it lies about 100 km. N.E. of Praha. Here the gently undu
lating, forest clad sandstone hills break into a vertical escarpment with 
hundreds of isolated sandstone pillars, some as much as so- 8o m. high. 
This escarpment and belt of pinnacles extends for about 25 km. along 
the valley from Jicin to Turnov. 

We arrived at about 6 P.M. and set out to climb at once (the same 
day after leaving London). After a short walk past many impossible 
looking pillars, J elinek led us to the foot of a broad crack which went 
without serious difficulty and led on to. a commodious platform and 
anchor. The second pitch, however, required considerable confidence 
to allow the upper part of one's body, pivoting about the feet, to fall 
across to the far side of the crack and then a very considerable sweat 
up to the next 15ft. of the crack which was repellingly smooth. There
after easier rocks lead to the summit. The descent was novel in that 
it involves a leap across a very airy gap and down on to the summit of a 
neighbouring pinnacle, and then a short rappel lands one thankfully 
on the turf again. And so back to the little country inn, dinner on the 
verandah in the gathering darkness and a bottle of mellow Slovakian 
wine evoking reminiscences until sleepiness compelled us, not un
willingly, to seek our comfortable beds. 

The next morning we drove further down the valley to Sedmi 
Horky where we met a dozen or so young men who had come from 
the neighbouring villages for their Sunday climbing. After a short 
walk through the forest we came upon a pinnacle, known locally as 
'The Conductor's Baton' which, as it name implies, was a veritable 
needle, with almost straight smooth sides thrusting upwards like the 
stem of an eager plant, through the forest roof to the blue sky and sun
shine above. 

It was interesting to observe the technique of these young experts 
and the following points of difference from usual practice in this 
country are perhaps worth noting. First, they always climb in bare 
feet, saying that the bare foot can feel and thus make better use of any 
small irregularities of surface ; secondly, they always climb on a 
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doubled rope (good rope is both scarce and costly in .Czechoslovakia) 
as a safety precaution ; thirdly, the rope is always attached to the 
climber round the chest under the armpits with loops over the shoulders 
so as to form a kind of harness ; they consider the waist loop bad 
because if the leader falls (and falls here are mostly clear falls and not 
slithers over rock) the jerk on the rope is likely to break his ribs. As 
there are practically no natural stances on the steeper of these pin
nacles, belay points usually consist of a sloping shelf on which to rest 
the feet, with a piton above to hold you in. I was particularly im
pressed by the great care taken by leader and second alike in rope 
management. 

The Federation of Czechoslovak Mountaineering Clubs has about 
fifteen constituent clubs, many of which consist of groups of young 
men who have taken to the sport with eagerness after the liberation of 
their country. It is the aim of these clubs to send their members to the 
Vysoke Tatry where they may graduate from rock climbers to moun
taineers especially by the experience of both winter and summer 
expeditions. The cost of the journey is hard to meet, even with some 
assistance from state funds. Some of these young men who have 
graduated in the Vysoke Tatry took part in the International Meet at 
Chamonix in 1947 organised by the Groupe de Haute Montagne. It 
is interesting that the Czechs have recently federated their moun
taineering· clubs as we have done in this country, but it is especially 
remarkable that the state recognises the good work being done by these 
clubs by giving monetary support for these training courses. Although 
many of these young rock climbers are ardent Communists, there was 
no evidence that the clubs had any political significance and it was clear 
that excellent training in rock climbing and mountaineering was being 
given and appreciatively received by these young men. There is no 
doubt that the success of this Federation is very largely due to the 
energy and enthusiasm of Mr. Jose£ Pilnacek and Dr. Otto Jelinek. 

Then followed a day's sightseeing in Praha and a visit to the restored 
castle of Karlstejn, dramatically perched on a high limestone cliff above 
the village in the valley below. In the evening we were entertained at 
a dinner party by Mr. Pilnacek and a number of distinguished members 
and guests of the S.C.H., and speeches were made welcoming us as 
official representatives of the Club. 

And so after a delightful week end on the sandstone cliffs of the 
Czech paradise and two days full of interest and entertainment. we took 
leave of our kind hosts and sped eastwards by short aerial hops and 
stops at Brno and Bratislava where we changed from a comfortably 
converted Dakota of the Czech Airlines into an old 3-engined Ju. 52 
(one of the few reparations the Czechs got from the Germans), which 
brought us by way of Piestany and Sliac to Poprad Tatry, a small town 
at the S.E. foot of the Vys.oke Tatry. 

As we walked from the plane to the little wooden hut which did duty 
as airport office until the new steel and concrete building was ready I 
scanned rapidly the handful of people waiting, to see which of them 
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might be Igor Benko, who was to be our guide and companion in the 
mountains. It was not difficult, for there was only one man there who, 
by his upright carriage, his easy and graceful walk and the practical 
simplicity of his clothes, was obviously a mountaineer ; it was then 
that his smile of welcome and recognition and a cordial handshake 
assured us not only of our welcome, but that we should find him an 
agreeable companion and competent guide a forecast which turned 
out to be an understatement. 

After a quick lunch we took the electric railway up to Smokovec 
and then a cable railway up to the Gehrova Chata, whence, fortified 
by scrambled eggs, tea and brandy, we set out for the 2t-hour walk 
up the valley to the Teryho Chata. The Vysoke Tatry are strikingly 
different from Switzerland in that, first, the mountains rise abruptly 
from a relatively level and well cultivated plain, without any inter
vening foothills and, secondly, the valleys have no cultivation and are 
usually thickly forested with conifers, mostly spruce, to a height of 
about I zoo m., above which is usually a belt of stunted dwarf pine 
extending nearly to the 2000 m. level. The va1leys, above the level 
of the roads and railways, are uninhabited, and thus, in spite of well 
graded paths from hut to hut, they have a much wilder and more remote 
appearance than those of Switzerland. . 

As we approached the final steep zigzags below the hut, the sky 
darkened and a thunderstorm with thrashing rain and hail sent us 
scurrying to shelter under a convenient bivouac stone, where we 
escaped the worst of the rain. The hut was full to capacity but bunks 
had been reserved for us and so, after a good meal, we turned in early. 

· The Vysoke Tatry is well supplied with huts which are all run by the 
K.S.T.L. (the Slovakian Club for Touring and Skiing). The huts 
are similar to those in Austria and have bunks and blankets for sleep
ing ; cooked meals are provided at reasonable charges and the huts are 
fitted with double windows and stoves and are extensively used for ski 
expeditions in winter and spring. 

Next morning I awoke to the sound of rain dripping on the roof and 
was not ungrateful for an excuse to sleep on. After lunch the rain 
ceased and the c!Juds lifted which enabled us to scramble to the summit 
of the Baranie (2536 m.) from where, between snow squalls, we caught 
exciting glimpses of the stark outlines of the surrounding peaks and 
ridges. It was too cold to sit long on the summit, so we ran down to 
one of the five lakes near the hut and, as the sun was then brilliant, had 
a very brief swim in its frigid but sparklingly clear waters. 

The next day dawned misty and so we put off starting and I had a 
leisurely wash and shave before breakfast, in a nearby stream ; on 
returning to the hut, the hutkeeper beckoned me mysteriously into the 
kitchen where he poured out a goodly tot of a special Slovakian liqueur 
and we clinked glasses and toasted each other a very good breakfast 
aperitif. I have often wished that someone would offer me Athol brose 
for breakfast, but this Slovakian liqueur, followed by salami and coffee 
and bread spread with butter !-inch thick is not only good to taste but 
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has a staying power not usually associated with Continental breakfasts. 
So, well fortified, we started out a party of six, Mr. and Mrs. Horvad, 
Igor Benko and Mania (Igor's girl friend), Huntington and myself, to 
do the S.E. face of the Ladovy Stit. A snow slope led to the foot of 
the rocks where we changed into rubbers. Here a humiliating accident 
befell me ; as there was no safe place to put my rucksack while changing 
into rubbers, I took a loop of my nylon rope and putting a single half 
hitch round one of the shoulder straps, proceeded to lower it to nestle 
in the little Randkluft between the snow and the rock ; however, I 
had not lowered it more than a few feet when the hitch slipped out and 
the sack went swiship.g down the snow slope up which we had just 
laboured ; fortunately Igor was still at the bottom and brought it up 
to me when he came up with his party. This incident forcibly re
minded me of the absolute necessity of always using an additional half 
hitch with knots in nylon or alternatively the special knots such as 
those recommended and tested by Kenneth Tarbuck (see Wayfarers' 
Journal, 1947). 

What appeared from below to be a fearsome oblique crack in an 
otherwise smooth and nearly vertical wall turned out to be a succession 
of easy slab pitches finishing in a small amphitheatre, whence the route 
went steeply upwards over more broken but sound rock. At one point 
a seemingly easy alternative to an apparently difficult pitch led me to 
the foot of a nearby vertical bluff, which defeated me, but Mrs·~ Horvad 
did a brilliant lead through on tiny balancing holds. We reached the 
summit in about three hours, and after a halt for a meal, came down 
by the S. ridge scrambling with occasional roped pitches. A very 
pleasant first day on warm, dry, sound rock throughout. 

On July I 2 the weather looked unsettled, but after some procrastina
tion we started for the two day trip of traversing Pisny to Lomnicky 
Stit and on the second day the traverse of V idly to Kezmarsky. Half 
an hour's walk up steep grass brought us to the foot of theW. ridge of 
Pisny. The average angle is steep and there is some rotten and loose 
rock on the lower part. We roped in three ropes of two as on the pre
vious day, climbing in rubbers and with heavy rucksacks bulging with 
boots and with provisions for two days. About 300 ft. above the start 
the sky darkened and snow began to fall, at first lightly and then with 
a turbulent gusty wind ; but by then we had got on to sounder rock, 
which though lichen-covered in places was clean and provided a 
reasonably good grip for our rubber shod feet. We finished the serious 
part of the ridge in about four hours and enjoyed it in spite of the wet 
and cold, and then halted for a brief meal. The snow had now ceased 
and the clouds began to clear, so we decided to go forward with the 
traverse to Lomnicky Stit. By the time we reached the final ridge 
leading to the summit, the clouds had disappeared and the rocks were 
bathed in the golden warmth of the afternoon sun. The final ridge 
would be severe if taken without artificial aids in the form of chains 
and spikes let into the rock. But after doing the Pisny ridge in a snow
storm and with heavy sacks I gratefully accepted these additional aids. 
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We reached the summit about 7 P.M. and Igor led us into the meteoro
logical observatory, whose calm warmth was a welcome contrast to the 
icy blast from the N .E. that was gathering force. The observatory is 
also the terminus of the aerial rope railway from Tatra Lomnica, but 
as the railway was not then open to the public (pending various repairs 
and renewals) one was not allowed to stay overnight in the observatory ; 
however, under the guidance of the officer in charge, we bivouacked 
very comfortably and vvere soon asleep in spite of the roar and whistle 
of the gale tearing over the crest of the summit ridge . 

. On Sunday morning, the sky above us was clear and blue but all 
around the valleys were filled with billowing white clouds, which, to 
windward, raced up the slopes to meet us, but parted at about the level 
of the summit so that we were sometimes enveloped in freezing cloud 
and sometimes clear of the cloud and in brilliant sunshine. The rocks, 
having been submerged all night in freezing cloud, were crusted on 
their windward side vvith several inches of rime and the traverse of a 
long and intricate ridge under these conditions was deemed impractic
able unless the weather improved. Some time spent drinking 
numerous cups of tea with lemon and sugar brought no measurable 
improvement and we were considering walking down the easy way, 
when the hum of machinery indicated that the ropes of the aerial railway 
were moving and in due course the car bobbed up out of the clouds . 
and disclosed the director of the railway and his friends, dressed in 
their Sunday best, on a tour of inspection, while we in our unshaven 
and relatively unwashed condition and mountaineering clothes felt 
loutish by comparison. However, Mr. Horvad bearded the director 
and asked whether we might accompany him in the ropeway when he 
went down and the request was cordially granted. There followed a 
frenzied packing of rucksacks and a hurried but sincere farewell and 
thanks to the officer of the observatory and we all packed into the little 
cabin, which presently dipped swayingly into the blinding cloud and 
then emerged below to reveal the huge arc of the ropeway dwindling 
to a pin-point at the end of its span, a drop of 8oo m. in one span of 
I soo m. said to be one of the longest and highest spans of any aerial 
ropeway. During the descent my nylon rope attracted admiration, 
and the director, pointing to a coil of very hairy coir rope on the floor 
of the cabin said, ' If the engine breaks down we rope down on that.' 
I was pleasantly relieved when the car came to a sedate halt in the ter
minal station and we stepped out on to firm ground and looked up at 
the summit still enveloped in cloud ; I had no serious fears that the 
machine would break down, but, whilst grateful for swift and safe 
transport, I felt that an aerial ropeway up a great and fine mountain 
is perhaps a needless vulgarity. 

We lunched at Skalnate Pleso and bade farewell to Mr. and Mrs. 
Horvad who were returning home having finished their holiday, and 
whose friendly company, both on the mountains and in the huts, we 
had greatly enjoyed during the preceding days. 

We returned to the Teryho Chata by contouring eastwards to Zelene 
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Pleso (the Green Lake) where there is a delightful Chata by the edge 
of a crystal-clear green lake and surrounded by scrub pines above which 
towered the precipices of Kezmarsky and Lomnicky Stit. From here 
a steep slog of nearly Iooo m. leads up the Baranie Sedlo (Baranie 
Saddle) whence a descent of ! -hour brought us once again to the hut. 
It was very disappointing to have failed to complete the traverse of 
Pisny, and Lomnicky Stit to Kezmarsky, as this is reckoned as the 
finest, if not the most difficult of the climbs in this part of the range. 

The next morning we were awakened soon after 6 A.M. by the hut's 
portable gramophone and its five ancient and worn-out records being 
played ad nauseam, by a party of very young tourists ; further sleep 
being impossible, we got up and our shattered nerves were somewhat 
restored by the usual ample breakfast, after which some friendly Slovak 
lads, very possibly the gramophone enthusiasts, realising we were 
English, invited us to join them at their breakfast, thinking, I imagine, 
that we must be starving in England. There is no food rationing in 
Slovakia. 

The weather being unsettled, and rain imminent, Igor advised a 
move, so we paid our bills (which amounted to no more than £1 per 
head per day including all food and drinks) and departed over the 
Sedielko Sedlo to the Zboinicka Chata. Shortly before reaching the 
hnt 've halted and while sitting on a heap of boulders by the track, a 
young marmot ambled unconcernedly out of the boulders not twenty 
feet away and began nibbling tufts of grass, the while watching us with 
a curious stare. We moved slowly and silently towards him, but when 
only about ten feet away . he declined further intimacy by ambling off 
again to his hole in the rocks. We continued to the Zboinicka Chata, 
reaching it just at the start of a heavy shower of rain and hail which 
later turned to snow. During- the ~vening a young Czech lad, who 
was apparently wandering the mountains on his own, joined us and said 
that he often dreamed of rock climbing but had never had the oppor
tunity to do any; so we agreed to take him with us, and next morning, 
when the storm had left the valley filled with sparkling sunshine and 
not a cloud in the sky, we set out up the valley and passing over the 
Prielom Sedlo and the Polsky Hrebin came down under the shadow of 
Gerlach to the Sliesky Dom Chata. This hut is now being enlarged 
and when finished may hold perhaps zoo people. We had a comfort
able and spacious room to ourselves with two two-tier beds which was 
a great improvement on the Zboinicka Chata where everyone slept, or 
tried to sleep in one crowded small room on very thin mattresses laid 
on unyielding 'boards. 

The next morning the weather was, as usual, doubtful, but by seven 
it had cleared sufficiently to justify a start to climb Gerlach by the 
N .E. ridge which continues down to the Polsky Hrebin. We got on 
to the ridge a little W. of the Hrebin. The climbing was mostly of 
' difficult ' standard, sound rock and with plenty of variety. About 
three hours brought us to the summit of Zadny Gerlach. Between 
this lesser summit and the main. summit there is a short descent to a 
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gap, below which we came. across the grisly remains of a Russian 
aeroplane which had crashed into the mountainside while carrying 
Slovak partisans who were to have been parachuted into their country 
to fight the Germans. Twenty-three bodies had been recovered and 
faithfully carried down the mountainside and buried with full honours 
by their compatriots. We reached the summit by 2.30 P.M. and it 
began to snow as we sat down to eat our sandwiches ; so, there being 
no excuse for dalliance, we set off down the ordinary way, which 
finally led down on to the valley path by means of an airy staircase of 
iron spikes let into the almost vertical walls of a couloir, and so arrived 
back at the hut by 6.30 P.M. 

Thursday, July 17, dawned with low clouds and drizzling rain and 
the thoughtful Igor brought us glasses of Borrovicka (gin) before 
breakfast. As the rain continued, we decided to move round to 
Popradske Pleso and set off after breakfast in gentle rain, along the path 
which contours round the southern slopes of the range and finally leads 
out on to a shoulder above the Iooo-ft. steep descent to the lake of 
Popradske Pleso and the little hotel set in the pine forest on the edge 
of the lake. We arrived in time for a late lunch and spent the afternoon, 
when th.e rain ceased, in exploring the paths through the woods and 
the sanctuary in the woods where a chapel and simple wooden crosses 
have been placed to the memory of those who have lost their lives in 
these mountains. This place has a natural simplicity and absence of 
ostentation and is thereby memorable ; may it long continue so. 

The next day dawned cloudless and we started soon after seven for 
the Vysoka, but within two hours menacing low clouds swept up the 
valley and rain seemed imminent, so we abandoned the idea of the 
Vysoka and went on to the Utuliia Chata for 'elevenses' to wait and 
see what the weather might do. Here for the first time since leaving 
the Teryho Chata we met other rock climbers. After lunch, as the 
expected downpour had not materialised we went off in company with 
some of these rock climbers to the Volova V eza arid climbed a fine 
exposed rib of sound rock. A slight shower of rain failed to lessen our 
enjoyment of this excellent but not seriously difficult climb. Return
ing to Popradske Pleso in the evening we found the valley dripping 
and running with water after what must have been a heavy storm, so 
we were doubly thankful to have achieved our short climb with but a 
sprinkle of rain. 

The follovving day was declared our off day and we ambled down the 
path through the woods to Strbske Pleso, a little mountain resort with 
a few hotels set on the edge of a lake and surrounded by pine woods. 
We lunched in the flesh pots, kindly assisted by a friendly Czech from 
Praha, who interpreted and advised on the gargantuan bill of fare. 
After a terrific thunderstorm in the afternoon we strolled back to 
Popradske Pleso and in the evening enjoyed an interesting political 
talk with a chemical engineer from Praha, who impressed on us that, 
while Czechoslovakia had a government with a Communist majority, 
the communism of democratic Czechoslovakia was very different from 
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that of their eastern neighbour, particularly as regards liberty of the 
subject. In Czechoslovakia they particularly needed the help of the 
Western Powers and England especially, because of their isolation and 
domination by their despotic eastern neighbour. One cannot help 
admiring these people with their dogged determination to live and work 
democratically and one can only regret that, as in 1938, the possibilities 
of practical help are exceedingly few and fraught with difficulties. 

On Sunday, July 20, we awoke at 7 A.M. to brilliant sunshine and a 
cloudless sky and set out to do the traverse of the Osarpance, a sharp 
rocky ridge of three towers on the S .E. ridge of the Vys.oka. 1.,he 
climb started up a chimney which led on to the ridge ; halfway up a 
thunderstorm broke but we carried on in our rubbers, which held very 
well on the wet rock except for the slabs leading up to the highest 
tower which was rather tricky. To get off the climb we had to rope 
down 15 m., which with wet clothes and numbed hands was a little 
trying, but it was interesting to find that nylon rope, when wet, behaves 
in a most exemplary manner, whereas anyone who has attempted to 
rope down with wet clothes on a new hemp rope will recall that it 
requires infinite patience and even then you practically have to let go 
of everything before the rope will slide at all. 

The next day we awoke to the steady hiss of pouring rain and all 
the down spouts were gurgling \Vith water from the roof. Igor sug
gested a move to the Nizke Tatry and we agreed on the principle that 
it is best to move when the weather breaks. On the way do,vn to the 
railway station at Strba, we met an armed patrol who were apparently 
on the look out for marauding parties . from Poland, but thanks to 
Igor who seems to be on terms of personal friendship with all the people 
that matter in the mountains, we shook hands and after exchanging 
greetings continued down to Strbske Pleso just in time to miss the 'bus 
for Strba. 

We took the train to Lipt. Sv. Mikul~s where Igor left us to go and 
see his mother while Mania joined us for lunch at the hotel. In the 
afternoon Igor returned with a rucksack bulging with provisions and 
we took the 'bus to Demanova. Leaving the famous caves for a future 
visit we walked up the Chatka N a Priehybe through a valley of green 
pasture where large herds of sheep were grazing, then working upwards 
through the forest belt until, almost at its upper limit, we reached the 
Chatka. The hut was built by Igor and his friends during the early 
part of the war when Slovakia was practically a free state, and is used 
by them as a centre for week end ski runs, for which these Lower Tatra 
hills are very suitable. When we entered the hut, we found four young 
men, actors from the Slovak National Theatre at Bratislava, enjoying 
their holiday. Igor and Mania worked like slaves in the little kitchen 
while a most enticing smell whetted our appetites until Igor staggered 
in with a gargantuan dish of noodles and cheese and other savoury 
trimmings. We made short work of this and washed it down by beer, 
followed by a glass of wine at the end of the meal. 

After dinner the talk turned to the theatre and we \Vere astonished . ' 
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to learn that during the past year the Slovak National Theatre had, 
among their productions, two Shakespeare plays, Priestley's ' An 
Inspector Calls,' and Satre's ' Les Mouches,' as well as other plays by 
less well known French dramatists. So the talk went on, interspersed 
by folk songs and copious draughts of an excellent Bratislava white wine. 
rfhus stimulated, one of our Slovak friends quoted long passages from 
Virgil and Horace to which Huntington replied in kind, and 
although our respective pronunciations of Latin differed widely, we 
did not fail to recognise each other's quotations and each was rounded 
off with an appropriate toast. I think we should have carried on all 
night had it not been that one of our number, finding he could not keep 
awake any longer, lay down to sleep in one of the bunks, but happened 
to choose the bunk which also acted as a trap door leading to the wine 
cellar below. So when the available wine was exhausted the rest of us 
tumbled into bed and to sleep in that utter velvet silence which only 
the country and hill dweller knows. 

The sun was already slanting through the windows when I was 
awakened by a luxurious smell of frying onions and salami. The same 
good smell also woke I van the poet (and operator of patriot radio station 
during the war) who leapt from his bed and, clad only in his underwear 
and a battered top hat, proceeded to open bott1es of beer and hand these 
round. I accepted with pleasure, for my tongue clave to the roof of 
my mouth and a good pull at the sparkling beer just did the trick. 
The second round of aperitifs, consisting of glasses of Slivovic, \Vas 
served as the salami and fried onions were put on the table, and we all 
fell to with gusto. Outside, in the fresh air, the warm sun sparkled 
on the dewy grass and the cool shadows of the sombre pines brought 
a fresh fragrance to the growing day and encouraged us to set off on a 
walk to the summit of Chopok. From the summit we had a wonderful 
view to the s. over rolling hills' with here and there a craggy top ; away 
to the N .E., faint outlines of the nearer High Tatra could just be seen. 

The next day we came down from the mountain to the Demanova 
caves, where one of the party of the previous night acted as our guide. 
This is a deservedly popular show place ; the caves are both finer and 
vast er than any I have seen in this country and are wonderfully lit 
with electric floodlights. We were taken round as a special party and 
penetrated to many remote parts not open to the public. The strength 
and hardness of the stalactites and stalagmites and the water deposited 
floors were remarkable. The hard steel tricouni nails of my boots slid 
as on quartz. 

We were due to return to Praha next day and as there was no room 
at the hotel, Igor put us up at his parents' home in Mikulas, a neat 
whitewashed house, with window boxes gay with flowers, standing in a 
wide street near a ruined church which had been fired on by the Russians 
in 1944- 45, because it was said to have been used as a gun position. 
Mrs. Benkova produced a sumptuous dinner for us and after a short 
stroll round the town we were soon ready for bed. It seemed but a 
few moments befote we were awakened at 4 A.M. with a breakfast of 
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stea.ming cups of coffee and milk with bread and honey. With ruck
sacks and nailed boots we clattered through the silent deserted streets 
in the half-light · of a still summer dawn and bade farewell to Igor as 
we climbed into the train taking us back to Poprad Tatry whence we 
returned by air to Praha. 

Czechoslovakia and the Tatra deserve to be better known. There 
are two guide books to the Tatra. One is Hochgebirgsfiihrer der Hohen 
Tatra, by Dr. Gyula V. Komarnicki, published in I9I8 by Turistik 
and Alpinismus of Budapest. This guide book is in German and gives 
the German names of the mountains with sometimes their Polish and 
Hungarian names, which are not necessarily the present Czech names. 
The other is Vysoke Tatry, by Kroutil and Gellner, published by Orbis, 
Praha I947. This is an excellent book in two volumes. A copy is in 
the Club Library, but being in Czech is not of much use to the majority 
of people in this country. 

July and August are the holiday months when the huts are crowded. 
It is said that it is better to go to the Tatra in September when the 
weather is often more settled and when the holiday crowds have left. 
The crowds, however, are in the huts and in no single case did we ever 
find another party doing the same climb as ourselves. 

A first visit to a country, a range of mountains, and a people is always 
interesting and exciting and our visit to Czechoslovakia and the Tatra 
was no exception to the rule. I cannot, however, conclude without 
saying that the pleasure and interest of our visit was immensely 
heightened by the friendly welcome and help we had from everyone 
we met and not least by the thoughtful and well laid plans and the 
boundless hospitality of our many friends in the Federation of Czecho
slovak Mountaineering Clubs. 

BANDAR PUNCH AGAIN 

BY R. L. HOLDSWORTH 

HE party whose venture is to be herein described consisted of 
my colleague, J. T. M. Gib son, the originator of the idea, 
Major John Munro, Lieut. Narendra Dhar Juyal, M. P. Chen

-gappa, a fifteen-year-old pupil of ours, and myself, with the ,Sherpas 
Tensin, Dawa Dondrup, and Dhian Sin. Leaving Chakrata on 
July 3, I 946, we pitched a base camp, on July I I, at approximately 
12,ooo ft. in the Upper Hanuman Ganga valley as far as we could 
make out exactly on the site used by A. R. Leyden in his I943 and 
1944 attempts, following the route he has described.1 Of the party, 
Gib son and Tensin had, with J. A. K. Martin, been the pioneers of 
the S.E. ridge of our mountain in I937, and Dawa Dondrup had 
accompanied Leyden in I943· 

1 A.J. 55, 173 sqq. 
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